Abstract. Time series discord has proven to be a useful concept for timeseries anomaly identification. To search for discords, various algorithms have been developed. Most of these algorithms rely on pre-building an index (such as a trie) for subsequences. Users of these algorithms are typically required to choose optimal values for word-length and/or alphabetsize parameters of the index, which are not intuitive. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to directly search for the top-K discords, without the requirement of building an index or tuning external parameters. The algorithm exploits quasi-periodicity present in many time series. For quasiperiodic time series, the algorithm gains significant speedup by reducing the number of calls to the distance function.
Introduction
Periodic and quasi-periodic time series appear in many data mining applications, often due to internal closed-loop regulation or external phase-locking forces on the data sources. A time series' temporary deviation from a periodic or quasiperiodic pattern constitutes a major type of anomalies in many applications. For example, an electrocardiography (ECG) recording is nearly periodic, as one's heartbeat. Figure 1 shows an ECG signal where a disruption of periodicity is highlighted. This disruption of periodicity actually indicates a Premature Ventricular Contraction (PVC) arrhythmia [3] . As another example, Figure 4 shows the number of beds occupied in a tertiary hospital. The time series suggests a weekly pattern-busy weekdays followed by quieter weekends. If the weekly pattern is disrupted, then chaos often follows with elective surgeries being canceled and the emergency department being over-crowded, greatly impacting patient satisfaction and health care quality.
Time Series Discord captures the idea of anomalous subsequences in time series and has proven to be useful in a diverse range of applications (see for example [5, 1, 11] ). Intuitively, a discord of a time series is a subsequence with the largest distance from all other non-overlapping subsequences in the time series. Similarly, the 2nd discord is a subsequence with the second largest distance from all other non-overlapping subsequences. And more generally one can search 0 1000 3000 5000 index 1st discord Fig. 1 . An ECG time series that demonstrates periodicity, baseline shift, and a discord. The time series is the second-lead signal from dataset xmitdb_x108_0 of [6] . According to [3] , the ECG was taken under the frequency of 360 Hz. The unit for measurement is unknown to the author. for the top-K discords [1] . Finding the discord for a time series in general requires comparisons among O(m 2 ) pair-wise distances, where m is the length of the time series. Despite past efforts in building heuristics (e.g., [5, 1] ), searching for the discord still requires expensive computation, making real-time interaction with domain experts difficult. In addition, most of existing algorithms are based on the idea of indexing subsequences with a data structure such as a trie. Such data structures often have unintuitive parameters (e.g., word length and alphabet size) to tune. This means time consuming trial-and-error that compromises the efficiency of the algorithms.
Keogh, Lin, and Fu first defined time series discords and proposed a search algorithm named HOT SAX in [5] . A memory efficient search algorithm was also proposed later [11] . HOT SAX builds on the idea of discretizing and indexing time series subsequences. To select the lengths for index keys, wavelet decomposition can be used ( [2, 1] ). Most recently, adaptive discretization has been proposed to improve the index for efficient discord search ( [8] ). In this paper, we propose a fast algorithm to find the top-K discords in a time series without prebuilding an index or tuning parameters. For periodic or quasi-periodic time series, the algorithm finds the discord with much less computation, compared to results previously reported in the literature (e.g., [5] ). After finding the 1st discord, our algorithm finds subsequent discords with even less computation-often 50% less. We tested our algorithm with a collection of datasets from [6] and [4] . The diversity of the collection shows the definition of "quasi-periodicity" can be very relaxed for our algorithm to achieve search efficiency. Periodicity of a time series can be easily assessed through visual inspection. The experiments with artificially generated non-periodic random walk time series showed increased running time, but the algorithm is still hundreds of times faster than the brute-force search, without tuning any parameter.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the definition of timeseries discord and existing algorithms for discord search. Section 3 introduces our direct search algorithm and explains ideas behind it. Section 4 presents empirical evaluation for the new algorithm and a comparison with the results of HOT SAX from [5] . Section 5 concludes the paper.
Time Series Discords
This section reviews the definition of time-series discord and major search algorithms.
Notation. In this paper, Figure 3 shows a heatmap of the distances dist T,n (p, q) for all p and q values of the time series xmitdb_x108_0 (see Figure 1) . The following definition is reformulated from [5] .
Definition 1 (Discord).
Let T be a sequence of length m. A subsequence T [p (1) ; n] is the first discord (or simply the discord) of length n for T if
Intuitively, a discord is the most "isolated" length-n subsequence in the space R n . Subsequent discords-the second discord, the third discord, and so on-of a time series are defined inductively as follows.
Note that the values for both n and k should be determined by the application; they are independent of the search algorithm. If a user was looking for three most unusual weeks in the bed occupancy example (Figure 4 ), k would be 3 and n would be 7 * 24, assuming the time series is sampled hourly. Strictly speaking, the discord is not well defined as there may be more than one location
But the ambiguity rarely matters in most applications, especially when the top-K discords are searched in a batch. In this paper, we shall follow the existing literature [5] and assume that all d p 's have distinct values. The discord has a formulation similar to the minimax problem in game theory. Note that
According to Sion's minimax theorem [9] , the equality holds if dist T,n (p, ·) is quasi-concave on q for every p and dist T,n (·, q) is quasi-convex on p for every q. Figure 3 indicates, however, that in general neither dist T,n (p, ·) is quasi-concave nor dist T,n (·, q) is quasi-convex, and no global saddle point exists. That suggests searching for discords requires a strategy different from those used in game theory. In the worst case, searching for the discord has the complexity O(m 2 ), essentially requiring brute-force computation of the pair-wise distances of all length-n subsequences of the time series. When m = 10
4 , that means 100 million calls to the distance function. Nevertheless, the following sufficient condition for the discord suggests a search strategy better than the brute-force computation.
Observation 1. Let T be a time series. A subsequence T [p * ; n] is the discord of length n if there exists d
* such that
In general, there are infinitely many d * that satisfies Clause (2) and Clause (3). Suppose we have a good guess d * . Clause (3) implies that a false candidate of the discord can be refuted, potentially in fewer than m steps. Clause (2) implies that, given all false candidates have been refuted, the true candidate for the discord can be verified in m − n + 1 steps. Hence in the best case, (m − n + 1) + (m − 1) = 2m − n calls to the distance function are sufficient to verify the discord. To estimate d * , we can start with the value of d p where p is a promising candidate for the discord, and later increase the guess to a larger value d p if p is not refuted (i.e., dist T,n (p , q) > d p for every non-overlapping q) and becomes the next candidate. This hill-climbing process goes on until all but one of the subsequences are refuted with the updated value of d * . This idea forms the basis of most existing discord search algorithms (e.g., HOT SAX in [5] and WAT in [1] ); the common structure of these algorithms is shown in Figure 5 . With this base algorithm, the efficiency of a search then depends on the 1: Select a p0 and let d * ← dp 0 and p * ← p0. {Initialization} 2: for all the remaining locations p ordered by certain heuristic Outer. do {Outer Loop} 3:
for all locations q ordered by some heuristic Inner such that |p − q| ≥ n. do {Inner Loop} 4:
According to Clause (3) in Observation 1, T [p; n] cannot be the discord; break to next p.
6:
end if 7:
end for 8:
As Clause (2) in Observation 1 is not met, update d * ← minq distT,n(p, q) and p * ← p. Firstly all subsequences of length n are discretized and compressed into shorter strings. Then the strings are indexed with a suffix trie-in the ideal situation, subsequences close in distance also share an index key or occupy neighboring index keys in the trie. This is not so different from the idea of hashing to achieve O(1) search time. In the end, all subsequences will be indexed into a number of buckets on the terminal nodes. The hope is that, with careful selection of string length and alphabet size, the discord will fall into a bucket containing very few subsequences while a non-discord subsequence will fall into a bucket shared with similar subsequences. Then the uneven distribution of subsequences among the buckets can be exploited to devise efficient ordering for the Outer and Inner loops. This ingenious approach however has two drawbacks. Firstly, one needs to select optimal parameters that balance the index size and the bucket size, which are critical to the search efficiency. For example, to use HOT SAX, one needs to set the alphabet size and the word size for the discretized subsequences [5, Section 4.2]; WAT automates the selection of word size, but still requires setting the alphabet size [1, Section 3.2]. Such parameters are not always intuitive to a user, as the difficulty of building a useable trie has been discussed in [11, Section 2] . Secondly, the above approach uses fixed/random order in the outer loop to search for all top-K discords. A dynamic ordering for the outer loop could potentially make better use of the information gained in the previous search steps. Also it is not clear how knowledge gained in finding the k-th discord can help finding the (k + 1)-th discord. In [1, Section 3.6], partial information about d is cached so that the inner loop may break quickly. But as caching works at the "easy" part of the search space-where d p is small, it is not clear how much computation is saved.
In the following section, we address the above issues by proposing a direct way to search for multiple discords. In particular, our algorithm requires no ancillary index (and hence no parameters to tune), and the algorithm reuses the knowledge gained in searching for the first k discords to speed up the search for the (k + 1)-th discord.
Direct Discord Search
In Definition 1, the formula p
direct way to search for the discord with the following two steps:
Step Figure 6 .
For top-K discords search, the while-loop (Line 2-10) is repeated K times (with proper book keeping to exclude overlapping subsequences). Asds keeps decreasing in the computation, every time we start with a better estimated in Line 3. 
4:
Compute dp * minq dist(p * , q).
5:
if dp * >dp for all p = p * then 6:
return p * as the discord starting location. 7: else 8:
Decreased by enlarging Qps.
9:
end if 10: end while Fig. 6 . Base algorithm for direct discord search Figure 2 suggests that to find the discord, it is not necessary to have a highly accurate estimate ofd p for every p. Instead, highly accurated p is needed only when d p is relatively large. To minimize the total computation cost, we should distribute computational resources according to the importance ofd p .
Efficient Way to Estimated
We propose three operations to estimate d p , with increasing level of computation cost. Note that the most expensive Exhausting operation is needed only in verifying the discord (Line 4 in Figure 6 ). The Traversing operation can be justified with the following argument. For a relatively large n, dist T,n (p, q) dist T,n (p+1, q+1). If dist T,n (p, q p ) is small, then dist T,n (p+1, q p +1) is likely to be small as well. The argument can be "telescoped" to other k values as long as k n is small enough. This is demonstrated in Figure 7 , where local minima for s p 's tend to cluster around some "sweet spots" (the red circle). Therefore, in Traversing, a good estimated p = dist T,n (p, q) suggests a "sweet spot" q around which good estimatesd p+k for neighboring positions (p+k) can be found.
The Sampling operation may be implemented with local search with a set of random starting points. But when the time series is nearly periodic or quasi-periodic, more efficient implementation exists. This will be discussed in the next section.
Quasi-Periodic Time Series
Suppose a time series T is nearly periodic with a period l (i.e., t p t p±k·l ). as k · l ≥ n for some k . Small distances associated with multiple times of the time-series period can be seen in Figure 7 -at locations around p + 360 and p + 2 × 360 for each p in {10, 20, . . . , 100}.
With this observation, the following heuristic can be used to implement the Sampling operation for nearly periodic time series: a location q multiple periods away from p is likely to be near a local minimum for {dist T,n (p, q) : q}. Figure 8 shows the location q p = argmin q {dist T,n (p, q)} for all locations p at the time series in Figure 1 . It shows that in most cases a minimum-location q p is roughly multiple periods away from p.
There are a number of ways to estimate the period of a time series. For example, autocorrelation function (see Figure 9 ) and phase coherence analysis [7] are often used to estimate period.
As suggested in Figure 7 , the gaps between local minima of a distance profile {dist T,n (p, q) : 1 ≤ q ≤ m − n + 1} approximate the period of a time series, for dist T,n (p, p + k · l) 0. We use this observation to estimate period in this paper (see Figure 11 ). Figure 10 shows the collection of gaps {Δ k } for local minima of {dist T,n (1000, q) : q}, where T is the time series in Figure 1 and n = 360. Taking the median of {Δ k } gives the estimate 354 for the period of the time series. Note that the period need to estimated only once (with the distance profile {dist T,n (p, q) : 1 ≤ q ≤ m − n + 1} for only one location p). Hence it takes only m − n calls to the distance function to estimate the period of a time series of length m. As a by-product, the exact value of d p is also obtained. 
Implementation of the Search Strategy
With heuristics for both Traversing and Sampling, Figure 12 implements Line 1 in Figure 6 . The procedure uses a sequential covering strategy to estimated p for each p. In each iteration (the while loop from Line 2 to Line 10), a Sampling operation is done to find a "sweet spot". Then a Traversing operation exploits that location to cover as many neighboring locations as possible.
The verification stage of our algorithm (Lines 2-10 in Figure 6 ) consists of a while loop which resembles the outer loop in HOT SAX and WAT. But here the order of location is dynamic, determined by the ever-improving estimated. Line 8 in Figure 6 further improvesd when the initial guess for the discord turns out to be incorrect. The improvement can be achieved by traversing with a better starting location q p * produced in Line 4 of Figure 6 (see Figure 13) . As suggested by Figure 8 , the "best" locations tend to cluster along the 45 degree lines. Moreover the large value of the initial estimated p * suggests the neighborhood of p * is a high-payoff region for further refinement ofd. As the traversing is done locally, the improvement step is relatively fast compared to the initial estimation step for d.
To sum up, we have described a new algorithm for discord search that consists of an estimation stage followed by a verification stage. The estimation stage
Randomly pick a location p from {p : traversed[p] = FALSE}.
4:
Q ← {q : |p − q| = k · l for some integer k}.
5:
Do local search for the optimal qp with starting points in Q.{Sampling} 6:
cp ← the lower 5% quantile of all distances calculated in the previous step.
7:
Find the largest numbers L and R such that dist( 
Fig. 13. Traversing with a better starting point to improved
achieves efficiency by dynamically differentiating locations p according to their potential influence to max pdp . Further reduction in computation cost comes from the periodicity of a time series. In general, the Traversing heuristic works best when a time series is smooth (or equivalently densely sampled), while the Sampling heuristic works best when the periodicity of the time series is pronounced. The algorithm is guaranteed to halt and to return the discord by Observation 1. The efficiency of the algorithm has been evaluated in the following section.
Empirical Evaluation
In this section, we first compare the performance of our direct-discord-search algorithm with the results reported for HOT SAX in [5] . We then report the performance of our algorithm on a collection of time series which are publicly available. Following the tradition established in [5] and [1] , the efficiency of our algorithm was measured by the number of calls to the distance function, as apposed to wall clock or CPU time. Since our algorithm entails no overhead of constructing an index (in contrast to the algorithms in [5] and [1] ), the number of calls to the distance function is roughly proportional to the total computation time involved. As shown in [2] and [1] , the performance of HOT SAX depends on the parameters selected. Here we assume that the metrics reported in [5] were based on optimal parameter values. To compare to HOT SAX, we use the dataset qtdbsel102 from [6] . Although several datasets were used in [5] to evaluate the performance of HOT SAX, this is the only one readily available to us. The dataset qtdbsel102 contains two time series of length 45, 000; we use the first one as the two are highly correlated. Following [5] , we created random excerpts of length {1000 × 2 k : 0 ≤ k ≤ 5}from the original time series
1 . For each length configuration, 100 random excerpts were created and the top 3 discords of length 128 were searched for. Table 1 shows the mean and the standard error for numbers of calls to the distance function. The rightmost column of the table contains the mean performance metric visually estimated from Figure 13 of [5] . Similar information is also visualized in Figure 14 . The figure plots the numbers of calls to the distance function for 6 × 3 × 100 runs of the direct-discord-search algorithm. Each point corresponds to one run of discord search; horizontal jitter was applied to reduce overlaps among points. The dashed intervals estimate the average number of calls to the distance function by HOT SAX. Loess lines for the costs of searching for top-3 discords are also plotted. We can see that for the 1st discord, the average number of calls by the direct search algorithm (the red line) is roughly linear to the size of the time series excerpts. Moreover, these numbers are significant smaller than the numbers reported for HOT SAX (summarized with the dashed intervals). For subsequent discords, the average numbers of calls to the distance function (the blue line and the green line) decrease significantly, due to information gained from prior computation. The metrics for the second and the third discords also show larger variance: some points are significantly higher or lower than the loess lines. A likely cause is that the complete time series contains only a number of truly anomalous subsequences (discords): When a random excerpt of the time series includes only one (or two) of these discords, searching for the second (or the third, respectively) discord will be difficult. (Note the plot uses the log scale for x and y axes.) In the second set of experiments, we search for the top 3 discords for a collection of time series from [6] 2 and [4], using the proposed algorithm. For time series from [6] , the discord lengths are chosen to be consistent with configurations used in [5] . The results are shown in Table 2 . Many of these datasets, in particular 2h_radioactivity, demonstrate little periodicity. The results show that our algorithm has reasonable performance even for such time series. In Table 2 , the results for the time series nprs44 are particularly interesting. For nprs44, no significant reduction in computation is observed for computing the 2nd and the 3rd discords. To find out why, we plot the time series and the estimated d vector in Figure 15 . The figure shows that the 2nd and the 3rd discords are not noticeably different from other subsequences.
Completely nonperiodic case. Completely nonperiodic time series rarely exist in applications, and they can be easily identified through visual inspection of the time series or their autocorrelation function. In an unlikely situation where our algorithm is blindly applied to a completely nonperiodic time series, a bad estimation of period will reduce the efficiency of the algorithm. To demonstrate this, we generate two random walk time series T with t p = (see Figure 16 ). Random walk time series is interesting in two aspects: firstly a random walk time series is completely nonperiodic; secondly every subsequence of a random walk can be regarded as equally anomalous. We applied the algorithm to find the top-3 discords in the two random-walk time series. The results are shown in Table 3 . Without tuning any parameter, the algorithm is still hundreds of times faster than the brute-force computation of all pair-wise distances.
To sum up, our experiments show clear performance improvement on quasiperiodic time series by the proposed direct discord-search algorithm. Our algorithm also demonstrates consistent performance across a broad range of time series, with varying degree of periodicity.
Conclusions and Future Work
The paper has introduced a parameter-free algorithm for top-K discord search. When a time series is nearly periodic or quasi-periodic, the algorithm demonstrated significant reduction in computation time. Many applications generate quasi-periodic time series, and the assumption of quasi-periodicity can be assessed by simple visual inspection. Therefore our algorithm has wide applicability.
Our results have shown that periodicity is a useful feature in time-series anomaly detection. More theoretical study is needed to better understand the effect of periodicity on the search space of time-series discords. We are also interested in knowing to what extent the results in this paper can be generalized to chaotic time series [10] .
One limitation of the proposed algorithm is that the time series need to be fit into the main memory. Hence the algorithm requires O(m) memory. One future direction is to explore disk-aware approximations to the direct-discord-search algorithm. When the time series is too large to be fitted into the main memory, one needs to minimize the number of disk scans as well the number of calls to the distance function (see [11] ).
Another direction is to explore alternative ways of estimating the d vector so that the number of iterations for refiningd is minimized. We also are looking for ways to extend the algorithm so that the periodicity assumption can be removed.
